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Abstract
An increasing number of well-trained deep net-
works have been released online by researchers and
developers, enabling the community to reuse them
in a plug-and-play way without accessing the train-
ing annotations. However, due to the large number
of network variants, such public-available trained
models are often of different architectures, each of
which being tailored for a specific task or dataset.
In this paper, we study a deep-model reusing task,
where we are given as input pre-trained networks
of heterogeneous architectures specializing in dis-
tinct tasks, as teacher models. We aim to learn a
multitalented and light-weight student model that
is able to grasp the integrated knowledge from all
such heterogeneous-structure teachers, again with-
out accessing any human annotation. To this end,
we propose a common feature learning scheme, in
which the features of all teachers are transformed
into a common space and the student is enforced
to imitate them all so as to amalgamate the intac-
t knowledge. We test the proposed approach on a
list of benchmarks and demonstrate that the learned
student is able to achieve very promising perfor-
mance, superior to those of the teachers in their spe-
cialized tasks.

1 Introduction
In recent years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved
impressive success in many artificial intelligence tasks like
computer vision and natural language processing. Despite
the exceptional results achieved, DNNs are known to be da-
ta hungry, meaning that very large number of annotations,
sometimes confidential and unavailable to the public, are re-
quired to train the models.

To alleviate the reproducing effort, many researchers have
released their well-trained models online, so that the users
may download and use them immediately in a plug-and-play
manner. Such publicly-available trained models are, however,
often of different architectures, due to rapid development of
deep learning and the consequent huge number of network

variants, each of which optimized for its own specific tasks
or datasets.

In this paper, we investigate an ambitious deep-model
reusing task, whose goal is to train a light-weight and
multitalented student model, using multiple heterogeneous-
architecture teacher models that specialize in different tasks.
We assume we have no access to any human annotation but
only well-trained teacher models, and focus on how the stu-
dent model is able to amalgamate knowledge from the het-
erogeneous teachers.

As we impose no assumption on the teachers’ architec-
ture being the same, it is infeasible to conduct a layer-wise
knowledge amalgamation. We thus resort to an alternative
approach. We project the final heterogeneous features of the
teachers into a shared feature space, which is learned, and
then enforce the student to imitate the transformed features
of the teachers. The student model, learned in this way with-
out accessing human annotations, amalgamates the integrated
knowledge from the heterogeneous teachers and is capable of
tackling all the teachers’ tasks.

The proposed approach is therefore different from and
more generic than the conventional knowledge distilla-
tion (KD) [Hinton et al., 2015] setup, as a student is sup-
posed to amalgamate knowledge from multiple heteroge-
neous teachers in the former case yet inherit knowledge from
a single teacher in the latter. It also differs from Taskono-
my [Zamir et al., 2018], which aims to solve multiple tasks
in one system with fewer annotated data by finding transfer
learning dependencies.

Specifically, we focus on knowledge amalgamation on the
classification task, and test the proposed approach on a list
of benchmarks of different themes. Results show that the
learned student, which comes in a compact size, not only han-
dles the complete set of tasks from all the teachers but also
achieves results superior to those of the teachers in their own
specialities.

Our contribution is thus a knowledge amalgamation ap-
proach tailored for training a student model, without human
annotations, using heterogeneous-architecture teacher model-
s that specialize in different tasks. This is achieved by learn-
ing a common feature space, wherein the student model im-
itates the transformed features of the teachers to aggregate
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Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed heterogeneous knowledge amalgamation approach. The student and the teachers may have different
network architectures. The student learns the transformed features of the teachers in a common feature space, as depicted by the common
feature learning block, and meanwhile imitates the soft target predicted by the teachers, as depicted by the soft target distillation block.

their knowledge. Experimental results on a list of classifica-
tion datasets demonstrate the learned student outperforms the
teachers in their corresponding specialities.

2 Related Work
Model ensemble. The ensemble approach combines pre-
dictions from a collection of models by weighted averag-
ing or voting [Hansen and Peter, 1990; Dietterich, 2000;
Wang et al., 2011]. It has been long observed that ensembles
of multiple networks are generally much more robust and ac-
curate than a single network. Essentially, “implicit” model
ensemble usually has high efficiency during both training and
testing. The typical ensemble methods include: Dropout [S-
rivastava et al., 2014], Drop Connection [Wan et al., 2013],
Stochastic Depth [Huang et al., 2016], Swapout [Singh et
al., 2016], etc. These methods generally create an exponen-
tial number of networks with shared weights during training
and then implicitly ensemble them at test time. Unlike model
ensemble, our task here aims to train a single student mod-
el that performs the whole collection of tasks handled by all
teachers, with no human annotations.

Knowledge distillation. The concept of knowledge distil-
lation is originally proposed by Hinton et al [Hinton et al.,
2015] for model compression [Yu et al., 2017]. It uses the
soft targets generated by a bigger and deeper network to train
a smaller and shallower network and achieves similar perfor-
mance as the deeper network. Some researches [Romero et
al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018] extended Hinton’s work [Hin-
ton et al., 2015] by using not only the outputs but also
the intermediate representations learned by the teacher as
hints to train the student network. Most knowledge distil-
lation methods [Hinton et al., 2015; Romero et al., 2015;
Wang et al., 2018] fall into single-teacher single-student man-
ner, where the task of the teacher and the student is the same.
Recently, Shen et al [Shen et al., 2019] proposes to reuse mul-

tiple pre-trained classifiers, which focus on different classifi-
cation problems, to learn a student model that handles the
comprehensive task. Despite the superior effectiveness of
their N-to-1 amalgamation method, they impose a strong as-
sumption that the network architectures of the teacher are i-
dentical. The work of Ye et al [Ye et al., 2019], similarly,
imposes the same assumption on the network architectures.
Our method, by contrast, has no such constraints and is capa-
ble of resolving the amalgamation of heterogeneous teachers.

Domain adaption. Domain adaptation [Ben-David et al.,
2010; Gong et al., 2016], which belongs to transfer learning,
aims at improving the testing performance on an unlabeled
target domain while the model is trained on a related yet dif-
ferent source domain. Since there is no label available on the
target domain, the core of domain adaptation is to measure
and reduce the discrepancy between the distributions of these
two domains. In the literature, Maximum Mean Discrepan-
cy (MMD) [Gretton et al., 2012] is a widely used criterion
for measure the mismatch in different domains, which com-
pares distributions in the Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space
(RKHS). We extend MMD to match the distribution of the
common transferred features of the teachers and the student
in this paper such that our method can be more robust to a-
malgamation of heterogeneous teachers which may be trained
on datasets across domains.

3 Overview
We assume we are given N teacher networks, each of which
denoted by Ti. Our goal is to learn a single student model S
that amalgamates the knowledge of the teachers and masters
the tasks of them, with no annotated training data. The archi-
tectures of the teacher models can be identical or different,
with no specific constraints.

The overall framework of the proposed method is shown in
Fig. 1. We extract the final features from the heterogeneous
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Figure 2: Illustration of the common feature learning block. T-
wo types of losses are imposed: the first on the distances between
the transformed features of the student (target net) and those of the
teachers in the common space, and second on the reconstruction er-
rors of the teachers’ features mapping back to the original space.

teachers and then project them into a learned common feature
space, in which the student is expected to imitate the teachers’
features, as depicted by the common feature learning block.
We also encourage the student to produce the same predic-
tion as the teachers do, depicted by the soft target distillation
block. In next section, we give more details on these blocks
and our complete model.

4 Knowledge Amalgamation by Common
Feature Learning

In this section, we give details of the proposed knowledge
amalgamation approach. As shown in Fig. 1, the amalgama-
tion consists of two parts: feature learning in the common
space, represented by the common feature learning block,
and classification score learning, represented by the soft tar-
get distillations block. In what follows, we discuss the two
blocks and then give our final loss function.

4.1 Common Feature Learning
The structure of the common feature learning block is shown
in Fig. 2. The features of the teachers and those to be learned
of the students are transformed to a common features space,
via an adaption layer and a shared extractor, for which both
the parameters are learned. Two loss terms are imposed: the
feature ensemble loss LM and the reconstruction loss LR.
The former one encourages the features of the student to ap-
proximate those of the teachers in the common space, while
the latter one ensures the transformed features can be mapped
back to the original space with minimal possible errors.

Adaption Layer
The adaption layer is used to align the output feature dimen-
sions of the teachers and that of the student to be the same.

Thus, the teachers and the student have their individually-
parameterized adaption layers. The layers are formed by con-
volutions with 1×1 kernel [Szegedy et al., 2015] that gener-
ate a predefined length of output with different input sizes.
We use FS and FTi to denote respectively the features of the
student and teacher Ti before being fed to the adaption layer,
and use fS and fTi to denote respectively their aligned fea-
tures after passing through the adaption layer. The channel
number of fS and fTi is 256 in our implementation.

Shared Extractor
Once the aligned output features are derived, a straightfor-
ward approach would be to directly average the features of
the teachers fTi as that of the student fS . However, due to
domain discrepancy of the training data and architectural dif-
ference of the teacher networks, the roughly aligned features
may still remain heterogeneous.

To this end, we introduce a small and learnable sub-
network, of which the parameters are shared among the teach-
ers and the student as shown in Fig. 2, to convert all features
to a common and interactable space, which we call the com-
mon feature space. This sub-network, termed shared extrac-
tor, is a small convolution network formed by three residual
block of 1×1 stride. It converts fTi and fs to the transformed
features f̂Ti and f̂S in the common space, of which the chan-
nel number is taken to be 128 in our implementation.

Knowledge Amalgamation
To amalgamate knowledge from the heterogeneous teacher-
s, we enforce the features of the student to imitate those of
the teachers in the shared feature space. Specially, we adop-
t the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [Gretton et al.,
2012], traditionally used to measure the domain mismatch in
domain adaption task, in aim to align the student and teacher
domains via estimated posteriors. MMD can be regarded as
a distance metric for probability distributions [Gretton et al.,
2012]. In our case, we measure the discrepancy between the
output features of the student and those of the teachers.

We first focus on the discrepancy between the student and
one teacher. We use X = {f̂ iT }

CT
i=0 to denote the set of all

features of the teacher, where CT is the total number of the
teacher’s features. Similar, we use Y = {f̂ iS}

CS
i=0 to denote all

features of the student, where CS is the total number of the
student’s features. An empirical approximation to the MMD
distance of f̂T and f̂S is computed as follows:

MMD = ‖ 1

CT

CT∑
i=1

φ(f iT )−
1

CS

CS∑
j=1

φ(f jS)‖
2
2, (1)

where φ is an explicit mapping function. By further expand-
ing it using the kernel function , the MMD loss is given as:

`m(f̂T , f̂S) =

CT∑
i=1

CT∑
j=1

K(f̂ iT , f̂
j
T )

C2
T

−
CT∑
i=1

CS∑
j=1

2K(f̂ iT , f̂
j
S)

CSCT
+

+

CS∑
i=1

CS∑
j=1

K(f̂ iS , f̂
j
S)

C2
S

, (2)
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where K(·, ·) is a kernel function that projects sample vec-
tors into a higher dimensional feature space. We note that we
calculated `m with normalized f̂ jT and f̂ jS .

We then aggregate all such pairwise MMD losses between
each teacher and the student, as shown in Fig. 2, and write the
overall discrepancy LM in the common space as

LM =
N∑
i=1

`m(f̂Ti, f̂S), (3)

where N is the number of teachers.
To further make the learning of common feature space

more robust, we add a auxiliary reconstruction loss to make
sure that the transferred feature can be “mapped back”. Spe-
cially, we reconstruct the original output feature of the teacher
using the transferred ones. Let F ′Ti denote the reconstructed
feature of teacher Ti, the reconstruction loss LR is defined as

LR =
N∑
i=1

‖F ′Ti − FTi‖2, (4)

4.2 Soft Target Distillation
Apart from learning the teachers’ features, the student is al-
so expected to produce identical or similar predictions, in our
case classification scores, as the teachers do. We thus also
take the predictions of the teachers, by feeding unlabelled in-
put samples, and as supervisions for training the student.

For disjoint teacher models that handle non-overlapping
classes, we directly stack their score vectors, and use the con-
catenated score vector as the target for the student. The same
strategy can in fact also be used for teachers with overlapping
classes: at training time, we treat the multiple entries of the
overlapping categories as different classes, yet during testing,
take them to be the same category.

Let ci denote the function of teachers that maps the last-
conv feature to the score map and cs denote the corresponding
function of the student. The soft-target loss term LC , which
makes the response scores of the student network to approxi-
mate the predictions of the teacher, is taken as:

LC = ‖cs ◦ Fs − [c1 ◦ FT1, . . . , cN ◦ FTN ]‖2. (5)

4.3 Final Loss
We incorporate the loss terms in Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) into our
final loss function. The whole framework is trained end-to-
end by optimizing the following objective:

L = αLC + (1− α)(LM + LR), α ∈ [0, 1] (6)

where α is a hyper-parameter to balance the three terms of
the loss function. By optimizing this loss function, the stu-
dent network is trained from the amalgamation of its teacher
without annotations.

5 Experiment
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method
on a list of benchmark, and provide implementation detail-
s, comparative results and discussions, as follows.

Classification Dataset Categories Images Train/Test

Stanford Dog 120 25,580 Train/Test
Stanford Car 195 16,185 Train/Test
CUB200-2011 200 11,788 Train/Test
FGVC-Aircraft 102 10,200 Train/Test
Catech 101 101 9,146 Train/Test

Face Dataset Identities Images Train/Test

CASIA 10,575 494,414 Train
MS-Celeb-1M 100K 10M Train
CFP-FP 500 7000 Test
LFW 1,680 13,000 Test
AgeDB-30 568 16,488 Test

Table 1: Datasets for training and testing. Train/Test: usage for
training or testing

5.1 Networks
In this paper, we utilize the widely used alexnet, vgg-16,
and the resnet [He et al., 2016] family including resnet-18,
resnet-34, and resnet-50, as our model samples. Also, we
use the baseline Arcface [Deng et al., 2018] network with
basic cross entropy loss for the face recognition task.

5.2 Dataset and Training Details
We test the proposed method on a list of classification datasets
summarized in Tab. 1.

Given a dataset, we pre-trained the teacher network against
the one-hot image-level labels in advance over the dataset
using the cross-entropy loss. We randomly split the cate-
gories into non-overlapping parts of equal size to train the
heterogeneous-architecture teachers. The student network S
is trained over non-annotated training data with the score vec-
tor and prediction of the teacher networks. Once the teacher
network is trained, we freeze its parameters when training the
student network.

In face recognition case, we employ CASIA webface [Yi
et al., 2014] or MS-Celeb-1M as the training data, 1,000 i-
dentities from its overall 10K ones are used for training the
teacher model. During training, we explore face verification
datasets including LFW [Huang et al., 2008], CFP-FP [Sen-
gupta et al., 2016], and AgeDB-30 [Moschoglou et al., 2017]
as the validation set.

5.3 Implement Details
We implement our method using PyTorch [He et al., 2016] on
a Quadro P5000 16G GPU. An Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014]
optimizer is utilized to train the student network. The learn-
ing rate is e−4, while the batch size is 128 on classification
datasets and 64 on face recognition ones.

5.4 Results and Analysis
We perform various experiments on different dataset to vali-
date the proposed method. Their results and some brief anal-
ysis are presented in this subsection.

Comparison with Other Training Strategy
• Model ensemble. The score vectors of the teachers are

concatenated and the input sample is classified to the
class with the highest score in the concatenated vector.
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Model Dog (%) Catech 101(%)

T1 (resnet-18) 45.09 71.69
T2 (resnet-34) 50.65 75.36

ensemble 37.90 65.99
resnet-34 with GT 53.03 72.53
KD (resnet-34) 48.31 73.15
Ours (resnet-34) 53.80 73.69

Table 2: Comparison of proposed knowledge amalgamation method
against others on Stanford dog and Catech 101 dataset, in terms of
classification accuracy. Given two teachers trained on two class-
exclusive splits of the dataset from scratch, our method outperforms
not only the two teachers on their own specialized domains, but also
model ensemble, the baseline KD, and even training a resnet-34
using ground truth data.

Model LFW (%) Agedb30 (%) CFP-FP (%)

T1 97.43 84.72 86.20
T2 97.80 85.87 87.27

KD 97.15 84.97 86.87
Ours 98.10 86.93 87.73

Table 3: Comparison of the proposed knowledge amalgamation
method against the teachers and KD on face recognition task. Each
teacher is trained with a 3000-classes split from CASIA.

• Training with GT. We train the student network from
scratch with ground-truth annotations. This result is
used as an reference of our unsupervised method.
• KD baseline. We apply the knowledge distillation

method [Hinton et al., 2015] to heterogeneous teachers
extension. The score maps of the teachers are stacked
and used to learn the target network.
• Homogeneous Knowledge Amalgamation. We also

compare our results to the state-of-the-art homogeneous
knowledge amalgamation method of Shen’s [Shen et al.,
2019], when applicable, since this method works only
when the teachers share the same network architecture.

We compare the performances of the first three methods
and ours in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3, since we focus here on hetero-
geneous teachers and thus cannot apply Shen’s method. As
can be seen, the proposed methods, denoted by ours, achieves
the highest accuracies. The trained student outperforms not
only the two teachers, but also the resnet model that trains
with ground truth. The encouraging results indicate that the
student indeed amalgamates the knowledge of the teachers in
different domains, which potentially complement each other
and eventually benefit the student’s classification.

To have a fair comparison with Shen’s method that can only
handle homogeneous teachers, we adopt the same network
architecture, alexnet, as done in [Shen et al., 2019]. The
results are demonstrated in Tab. 4. It can be observed that our
method yields an overall similar yet sometimes much better
results (e.g. the case of car).

More Results on Heterogeneous Teacher Architectures
As our model allows for teachers with different architectures,
we test more combinations of architectures and show our re-

Model Dog CUB Car Aircraft

ensemble 43.5 41.4 37.8 47.1
KD 10.4 30.0 17.0 39.9
[Shen et al., 2019] 45.3 42.6 40.6 49.4
Ours 44.4 43.6 45.3 47.5

Table 4: Comparing our results with homogeneous amalgamation
methods on several classification datasets. Note that Dog stands for
Stanford Dog, CUB for CUB200-2011, Car for Stanford Car, and
Aircraft for FGVC-Aircraft.

Teachers Method Target Net (acc.%)
res-18 res-34 res-50 vgg-16

T1 (vgg-16) KD 66.4 68.6 70.5 65.6
T2 (res-18) Ours 66.7 69.1 71.6 66.3

T1 (vgg-16) KD 64.6 68.7 70.5 65.8
T2 (res-34) Ours 66.4 69.3 71.2 66.0

T1 (res-18) KD 76.2 80.2 82.0 79.2
T2 (res-34) Ours 77.9 81.3 82.3 79.3

T1 (res-50) KD 77.6 80.4 82.5 80.2
T2 (res-34) Ours 78.5 81.6 83.8 80.8

Table 5: Comparing the results of ours and KD, using teachers of
heterogeneous architectures. Results are obtained on Stanford Dog,
where all the classes are split into two non-overlapping parts, each of
which is used for training one teacher. Here the teachers are trained
with pre-trained models on ImageNet.

sults Tab. 5, where we also report the corresponding perfor-
mances of KD. We test combinations of teachers with differ-
ent resnet and vgg architectures. As can be seen, the pro-
posed method consistently outperforms KD under all the set-
tings. Besides, we observe that the student with more com-
plex network architecture (deeper and wider) trends to gain
significantly better performance.

Amalgamation with Multiple Teachers
We also test the performance of our method in multiple-
teachers case. We use a target network of the resnet-50 back-
bone to amalgamate knowledge from two to four teachers,
each specializes in a different classification task on different
datasets. Our results are shown in Tab. 6. Again, the student
is able to achieves results that are in most cases superior to
those of the teachers.

Supervision Robustness
Here, we train the target network on two different types of
data: 1) the same set of training images as the those of the
teachers, which we call soft unlabeled data; 2) the totally un-
labeled data that are different yet similar with the teacher’s
training data, which we call hard unlabeled data. The target
network is trained with the score maps and the predictions of
its teachers as soft targets on both types of training data.

Specifically, given two teacher models trained on different
splits of CASIA dataset, one student is trained using CASIA
and therefore counted as soft unlabeled data, and the other
student is trained using a totally different source of data, MS-
Celeb-1M, and thus counted hard unlabeled data.
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Teachers Datasets (acc. %)
Dog CUB Aircraft Car

T i arch resnet-50 resnet-18 resnet-18 resnet-34
T i acc 87.1 75.6 73.2 82.9

2 teachers 84.3 78.9 - -
3 teachers 83.1 77.7 79.0 -
4 teachers 82.5 77.5 78.3 84.2

Table 6: Comparative results of the teachers and the student trained
with varying number of teachers. The teachers are trained for differ-
ent classification tasks on distinct datasets.

Model CFP-FP(%) LFW(%) Agedb30(%)

KD 86.87 97.15 86.87
soft unlabeled 87.73 98.12 87.73
hard unlabeled 86.36 98.12 87.00

Table 7: Comparative results of our student when trained with dif-
ferent types of non-annotated data, under the supervision of teachers
on face recognition datasets.

We show the results of the student trained with both the
types of data in Tab. 7. As expected, the results using soft
unlabeled data are better than those using hard unlabeled, but
only very slightly. In fact, even using hard unlabeled data,
our method outperforms KD, confirming the robustness of the
proposed knowledge amalgamation.

Ablation Studies
We conduct ablation studies to investigate the contribution of
the shared extractor and that of MMD described in Sec. 4.1.
For shared extractor, we compare the performances by turn-
ing it on and off. For MMD, on the other hand, we replace the
module with an autoencoder, which concatenates the extract-
ed features of the teachers and encodes its channels to its half
size as the target feature for the student network. We summa-
rize the comparative results in Tab. 8, where we observe that
the combination with shared extractor turned on and MMD
yields the overall best performance.

5.5 Visualization of the Learned Features
We also visualize in Fig. 3 the features of the teachers and
those learned by the student in the common feature space.
The plot is obtained by t-SNE with f̂Ti and f̂S of 128 dimen-
sions. We randomly select samples of 20 classes on the two-
teacher amalgamation case on Stanford dog and CUB200-
2011 dataset. We zoom in three local regions for better visu-
alization, where the first one illustrates one single class while
last two illustrate multiple cluttered classes and thus are more
challenging. As we can observe, the learned features of the
student, in most cases of the three zoomed regions, gather
around the centers of the teachers’ features, indicating the
proposed approach is indeed able to amalgamate knowledge
from heterogeneous teachers.

6 Conclusion
We present a knowledge amalgamation approach for training
a student that masters the complete set of expertise of multi-
ple teachers, without human annotations.These teachers han-

Shared Ext. AE MMD Dog (%) CUB (%)
KD 80.22 75.49√

79.18 75.44√
78.75 74.25√ √
78.92 74.44√ √
81.34 76.34

Table 8: Results of the proposed method with 1) shared extractor
turned on and off, and 2) the MMD loss replaced by an autoen-
coder (AE). The best result is achieved when shared extractor is
turned on and MMD loss is utilized.

Student
teacher 1
teacher 2

(a) t-SNE of f̂Ti and f̂s.

(b) Three zoomed-in regions.

Figure 3: Visualization of the features of the teachers and those
learned by the student in the common feature space. The teach-
ers are trained on Stanford dog and CUB200-2011. We randomly
choose test samples of 20 classes to generate this t-SNE plot, where
each color denotes a category.

dle distinct tasks and are not restricted to share the same net-
work architecture. The knowledge amalgamation is achieved
by learning a common feature space, in which the studen-
t is encouraged to imitate the teachers’ features. We apply
the proposed approach on several classification benchmarks,
and observe that the derived student model, with a moderate-
ly compact size, achieves performance even superior to the
ones of the teachers on their own task domain.
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